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The world sure looks different since I wrote

But that’s not all we’ve been doing.

my last President’s Perspective in early

We have been working diligently to offer new features to make

March. So much has changed, yet Ortho2’s

re-opening your office a smoother transition. In late May, Ortho2

mission statement remains the same – to

released Online Scheduling for Edge Cloud. This free feature

help our orthodontic partners succeed.

allows new patients to schedule an exam from anywhere. A quick

We often speak to current and prospective

configuration lets you set the appointment types, times, doctors, and

clients about this partnership, and we

locations available to your practice preferences. Prospective patients

mean it. We know the last few months

use a link from your website to schedule their appointment, which

have been challenging, and we’ve been
trying to help. As many of your offices closed, except for possibly
emergency patients through much or all of April, Ortho2 reduced

is automatically synced to your Edge Cloud
Scheduler.

all customer support payments by 50%. As many states started to

In addition to Online Scheduling, I’d like

slowly re-open in May and Ortho2 saw a dramatic increase in call

to introduce you to inVisit – Ortho2’s new

volume, we continued to reduce all customer support payments,

virtual appointment solution. This latest

this time by 25%. We did this, while retaining all Ortho2 team

innovation from Ortho2 will revolutionize

members, because we wanted to do what we could to help you.

the way you interact with your patients,

We’ve also been recording help videos and writing documentation,

regardless of what practice management

both on best practices for closing and now re-opening your offices,

software you have. inVisit allows you to

hosting webinars from leading industry consultants on the clinical

virtually conduct appointments with both

and financial impacts of the coronavirus, and more. To view these

current and prospective patients. Patients

resources, click the COVID-19 Information & Resources banner at the

can fill out questionnaires regarding desired

top of our homepage at www.ortho2.com.
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ANIMATION DEPARTMENT
UPDATE

COVID-19 RESOURCES AND
INFORMATION

The 3D Animation Team has been hard at work expanding the
library of videos available through Edge Animations and the Edge
Animations Mobile App!
For the first quarter of 2020, we have three new videos for you:
•

Lip Bumper shows the relief of lip and cheek pressure on the
teeth

•

information regarding COVID-19. Simply visit our website, www.ortho2.com and click
the banner at the top to view these resources. You can find informational videos and
documentation that supports your office during this time. Check back often as we post

RPE for Creating Space shows the use of a palatal expander

additional material as it becomes available.

to create space allowing blocked lateral incisors room to

The Ortho2 Team has been working from home as much as possible during the

erupt properly
•

As mentioned in the President’s Perspective, we have created a resource center for

Tongue Tamers (or Habit Tamers) are shown being used to
help subconsciously train and remind the patient to avoid
pushing against the teeth with the tongue when swallowing

We hope these videos are useful for you!
We also wanted to take a moment to give you a peek at what we
have nearing release and what we have in the pipeline currently.

pandemic. During our last all-staff meeting, several team members sent a photo from
their home office. We are looking forward to when we can be in the office again, and
can begin traveling again.
Many of the fall meetings we attend will either be held virtually or have been canceled.
We want you to know that we are still available for all of your practice management
needs. Contact either the Software Support Team or your Regional Manager with any
questions and we will be happy to assist you.

Soon to be released videos include:
•

Illustrating the Bass Brushing Technique

•

Treatment for a Palatally Impacted Canine

•

Primary to Permanent video in a Pano format

In the production pipeline, we have several videos coming along
including
•

TAD for Impaction

•

TAD for Incisor Protrusion

•

A Pediatric video showing Occlusal Restoration

If you have ideas or suggestions for new videos you’d like to see
created and added to the Edge Animations library, please share
your ideas with us by emailing animations@ortho2.com.

Are you the only person in your office who sees the
newsletter? Pass it along!
You can also read the newsletter on our website
www.ortho2.com > Resources > Newsletter.
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INTRODUCING INVISIT
SEE YOUR PATIENTS WITHOUT SEEING YOUR PATIENTS
With Ortho2’s latest innovation, you can see your patients

treatment is progressing in addition to submitting photos of

without seeing your patients. inVisit is the perfect way

their teeth.

to conduct virtual appointments with both current and
prospective patients. inVisit is available to any orthodontist
regardless of practice management software. If you are
an Edge Cloud user, there are additional benefits that tie

about what to do next in their treatment, and when to follow
up again.

information from inVisit into Edge Cloud.

Always inControl | Management Tools

inVisit consists of the patient portal and the management

Configured by You

portal, with various customizable sections.

The management portal of inVisit is your way to see all of

Keep inFront | Generate New Patients

the information patients submit, and set what they see. Your
inVisit dashboard shows who has submitted information, and

With Consult Features

can be sorted by date, location,

inVisit is the perfect way to

or doctor. You can assign a case to

conduct a virtual consult with

different staff members to follow

prospective patients who

up with patients, and view just the

are considering treatment.

cases that are assigned to you.

By filling out a short
questionnaire and submitting
photos of their teeth,
prospective patients can
contact you about beginning
treatment with your practice.
Prospective patients can
fill out your personalized
questionnaire without the
obligation to register for the
service. As a provider, you can
communicate with prospects
through inVisit to determine
if treatment needs to be
started.

Stay inContact |
Communication Tools for Patients
Existing patients in your practice can register with inVisit by

4

Use the communication center to correspond with patients

You can customize the look of
inVisit by adding your practice
name and logo to the parts
your patients see. You can even
customize and have multiple
variations of patient forms.

Benefits for Edge Cloud Users

The inVisit communication center

settings with information already in Edge Cloud, such as your practice name, location(s), doctor name(s), and staff members.

is where you can directly interact
with patients through email or
two-way text messaging.

Get Started
We are excited to bring this
product to you! To learn more
about inVisit, go to
www.getinvisit.com. There
you can sign up for your first month for just $30. inVisit is
available to residents of the United States and Canada.

Edge Cloud users can access inVisit information within Edge Cloud. Provide your database identifier to pre-populate inVisit

Easily invite your patients to join inVisit directly from the patient’s folder. Doing this will send an email to the patient with a
username and temporary password, and bypass other registration steps.
Once a patient has submitted a questionnaire from the
inVisit site, it is automatically imported into the patient’s
treatment chart. These entries are intertwined with inoffice entries, but are visually designated as coming from
inVisit. You can click on the item in the treatment chart to
view the submitted information in inVisit.
In addition, any images submitted to inVisit can easily
be loaded into Edge Cloud. With a single click, you will

creating an account or using their social media accounts.

be able to load images into an Auto-Import. From there,

Your established patients fill out a questionnaire about how

import images as you normally would.
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EMERGING ON THE OTHER SIDE:
ONLINE MARKETING IN A POSTCORONAVIRUS WORLD
The orthodontic practices that thrive for the remainder

check on current patients, nurture new patient leads, and

The pandemic and other factors are pressing against

always do, the leader fixes things without blaming so that

of 2020 will do two things better than the competition:

connect with recall/retention patients.

our profession, yet the practice of orthodontics still has

the team can expend its energies on the positives of change

inherently within it the ability to be a great business.

and improvement, rather than dwell on the negatives. New

We get to deal in the highest of American values by

systems and new procedures means mistakes will happen,

delivering beautiful teeth that will give a lifetime of joy and

so let’s fix them and move on until we get it just right 101

satisfaction. There are few better gifts a parent can give

times each day.

provide easy access to helpful information and nurture
personal relationships. The Internet is going to play a
pivotal role in each endeavor.

Virtual treatment may prove to be the preferred method of
treatment for many patients going forward. Offering this as
an option is a great convenience for parents or guardians

Perhaps the most frustrating development of the COVID-19

and will make many of your patients feel safer and more

pandemic has been the confusion. Which sources can be

comfortable with their orthodontic treatment.

trusted? What information is true, what is false, and how
can we tell the difference?
Orthodontic practices that are proactive, forthcoming, and
transparent with patients will be more successful than those
that bury their heads in the sand. This begins with your
website, which should feature COVID-19 information such
as:
•

Rules and
restrictions
mandated by
federal, state,
and local
governments

•

Sanitation

•

Reviews and Referral Marketing
Screen time has increased. Face-to-face interaction has
decreased. People are going to be spending more time

their child than a beautifully aligned set of pearly whites
that can unlock the key to a better bite, a better job, and
perhaps even a better-looking spouse. A beautiful, healthy
smile helps create a lifetime of confidence and well-being,
and this is why our profession is so valuable.

the very top companies to see what set them apart from

and those off the bus who do not display the customer

the rest. Keep in mind that many of these companies had to

service, attention to detail, and teamwork that will lead to

“hit rock bottom” before rebuilding to greatness. This may

greatness.

An engaging
website
with useful

be your opportunity to not just make a comeback but to
shoot for greatness:
There generally is no quick fix, no single idea, no dramatic

seems like they all just came back from a Disney customer

process, no new technology, and no miracle moment that is

service retreat? Everyone is smiling and calling you by

navigation

going to save your business. To be GREAT, a practice must

name. Patients may not see the smile behind your mask,

is critical. In

be committed to steadfast discipline.

but they will see your eyes light up with a smile. Greatness

addition, your
online review

Confront the brutal facts without ever losing hope! We
cannot be so afraid of the facts of the situation that we

and your tracking forms, query your team, and become

contamination. Embrace this “new normal” and take every

your Internet marketing in the past, it’s time to get in the

hide from them. Awareness empowers us; for what we are
controls us. Look carefully into the mirror, look at your stats

Online Marketing continued on page 15

About the Author
Mary Kay Miller is an Internet
Marketing Consultant for the

opportunity to make your patients feel safe and cared for.

orthodontic profession specializing

Virtual Treatment

Reputation Marketing, Local Search

While the shortcomings of virtual treatment have been well

Strategies, and Exclusive Web 2.0

documented (lack of image quality and HIPAA compliance

services.

in, WordPress Website Design, SEO,

chief among them), there is still much to be gained from
seeing patients virtually. Virtual treatment is a great way to

doesn’t love walking into a Marriott where the service

and simple

Orthodontists should also double down on their

return to normalcy, people will still be wary of crowds and

For a great practice, it is all about the customers. Who

information

aware of we can try to control, but what we are unaware of

Even as shutdowns are lifted and society attempts a

is the time to evaluate if you truly have a strong team. Get

crowd.

game!

your waiting areas at any given time will be paramount.

have family leave issues that must be considered, but now
those on the bus who are all pulling in the same direction,

Online forms regarding supplemental informed consent

Minimizing human interaction and the number of people in

practice and who may not be as committed. Certainly we

your online presence to make sure you stand out from the

safety precautions in effect at your office(s)

The more you can digitize your practice, the better.

will generally prove out who is loyal and committed to the

In his excellent book Good to Great, Jim Collins scoured

profile will be as important as ever. If you have neglected

and recent health history

To be great requires the right people on the bus. A crisis

than ever online. It is more important than ever to invest in

Orthodontic practices that are proactive,
forthcoming, and transparent with patients
will be more successful than those that bury
their heads in the sand.

procedures and
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FROM GOOD TO
CLOSED TO GREAT!

self-aware of your own deficits as a leader to steadfastly
look for the cures and vaccines to heal the practice and any
leadership deficiencies that may exist.

and parents before their own individual needs. They know
that marketing begins with “me” and how can I give a “can
do” attitude by making every concern or complaint right.
We are not in the teeth business but in the people business.
...To Great continued on page 14

About the Author

A great practice begins with a leader who has a virus for

Ken Alexander, Director of Alexander &

contagious success. No one wants to follow a grump, but

Sons, works almost exclusively with more

most will follow a cheerleader. If you want great attitudes

than 800 orthodontists for more than 35

and joy in the practice then be a doctor, coordinator, or

years. Few possess his knowledge and

assistant who models positivity and joy. When we as leaders

expertise, and fewer yet have the ability to

model success in our own lives by how we smile and carry

understand every part of an orthodontic

ourselves throughout the day it becomes contagious.

practice and be able to move each practice

Great leaders stop the blame game! Leadership by
Contact Info: 877.295.5611 • mk@orthopreneur.com

demands every team member is focused on the patients

example demands that when things go wrong, and they

to its maximum potential.
Contact Info: 888.973.0000 • www.alexanderandsons.consulting
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THERE’S A TIME TO TRAIN AND A TIME TO RETAIN

When you hear the word retention, I would guess that

confidently say that in order for us to have the teams of

to implement a training process that aids team members

Using a pay scale in this way makes discussions about raises

the first thing that comes to mind relates to your patients’

our dreams, we must show our hardworking counterparts

in acquiring additional skills for the practice. This could be

with your team predictable, and conclusively, a smoother

treatment. While this comes as no surprise, I’m going to ask

that their positions are not just jobs for the short term,

cross-training, proficiency, advanced assisting skills, etc.

conversation. Everyone wins! Remember, even the most

you to think about retention differently. I want you to shift

but lifelong careers. With all of the change we have

As these goals are met, the team member then has the

bought in, patient-loving, and generous team members

your thinking from the mindset of an orthodontist to the

encountered in the last few months, there is no better time

opportunity to meet with the doctor or office manager and

must have their financial needs met and have advancement

mindset of a business owner. Today, I want you to consider

to inspire commitment and longevity in our teams as we

celebrate their achievements.

opportunities if they are to shift their thinking and commit to

retention as it relates to your team.

work towards success in all of our staffing efforts. So, how

Many of you have recently experienced office-wide layoffs
and furloughs. Meaning that as you are reopening, you
are also restaffing your entire office, and most likely
rethinking everything that you previously had in place. You
may find yourself wondering, do I have the right positions
available? Do I have

Pay Scale

team retention, you ask? I like to break it down into three

Now along with continued development comes a topic I

Engaging Your Team

things: critical development, pay scale, and engagement.

know many of us shy away from, wages and raises. While I

Subsequently, development efforts and thoughtful pay

know these conversations can be uncomfortable, they are

scales won’t retain your team members alone. You also need

necessary. But one thing that can make these exchanges

to build an engaging team environment. And now more

easier is a plan, which is why I like to have a designated

than ever, I think that we have an excellent opportunity to

mindset is rooted

pay scale in place. Your pay scale should be competitive

show our teams how much we care about them. When you

in a few key

for your area and should motivate your team members to

are working to engage your team, I want you to be true to

indicators—the

achieve their developmental goals. I want to stress that pay

you, but I also want you to work on engaging your team in a

first being critical

should be determined by skill level, not by the length of

few different facets.

development.

time someone has been working for you. As a team member

Team members

learns a new set of skills, they should be compensated for

blossom in

them. This subsequently manages the expectations of your

environments

team regarding yearly raises.

Development
A significant factor in getting our teams to shift their

the correct people to
fill those positions?
And perhaps the
most challenging
question of all, will I
be able to garner the
same commitment
from my team that

dedicated to

I had previously?

their continued

The answers to

growth as not

these questions are

only a team

different for all of

member but also

us, and cumbersome

as an individual.

to consider. As

The more effort

we navigate the

you put into

ever-changing and

developing

tumultuous tides of
these questions, I want to bring focus to a few areas that
I believe can help us overcome these obstacles. So let’s
talk about rebuilding and, most importantly, retaining your
team.
I believe that rebuilding and retaining your team starts

the more your teams invest in a career with your practice.
Critical development must go beyond continuing education
opportunities; it has to start with consistent and available
training within your practice, as well as the dedication to
checking on your team’s progress as they complete their

one-year anniversaries and milestones, honor their patient
BBQ. Allow them to build a connection to you and one

levels one, two, and three as it relates to the tasks they

another.

can accomplish within this role. A level one assistant most
commonly has a novice set of skills and certifications, along
with some preliminary experience. A level two assistant
would have intermediate skills, demonstrated proficiency,
and timing, along with some advanced certifications. A level
three assistant will have expert level skills and efficiency, and
should be responsible for working as the mentor and leader
on your clinical team. Therefore, if a level one assistant is
looking for a raise, I would encourage you to develop your
level one assistant into a level two assistant, a level three
assistant, and so on. In turn, you are compensating your
team’s development with the pay that befits their skills. I

I love to see the offices that I work with set up SMART

the practice by merely determining the skill sets you want

goals (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timely)

your team to strive to attain and then setting a competitive

and tangible steps to help their team members continue

pay scale.

to grow in their positions. For all of the core roles, I like

business. Celebrate your team members’ birthdays, their
successes, do a book club, a team happy hour, or a summer

that provides significant results. Having worked in this

stone before moving on to the next thing. However, I can

building aspect that aids in loyalty and commitment to your

your clinical assistants. I like to break this pay scale into

with something rather simple, a small change in mindset

team members that have seen their positions as a stepping

8

your teams,

The first being personal engagement – the relationship-

The easiest implementation of this philosophy begins with

developmental steps.

industry for more than 28 years, I have often encountered

you as a lifelong team member.

do we begin down this path of career enlightenment and

firmly believe that this can be incorporated into all areas of

Secondly, I want you to communicate your practice vision
and goals. This is perhaps one of the most essential steps
Retaining Team Members continued on page 15

About the Author
Jill Allen is a national orthodontic
consultant with a passion for helping
doctors bring their practice dreams to
fruition. Jill and her team specialize in
start-up practices and doctors in business
eight years or less; or eight years to
retirement.
Contact Info: 303.988.4455 • info@practiceresuts.com
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

FREE WEBINARS

CAREER MILESTONES AND DEVELOPMENT

We offer you free, online webinars each month throughout the year on various topics. It’s a great solution for training new

Larry St. John joined the Product Development Team as the UI/UX Designer on

users, refreshing experienced users, or learning about new features. Webinars are available online at www.ortho2.com >

April 6. Larry has several years of UI/UX experience in the cybersecurity realm.

Meetings and Webinars > Ortho2 Webinars. Find the topic for the month and click the link to view the webinar at your

Welcome aboard, Larry!

convenience.

July 1999

Clarence Bryan
25th Anniversary

Clarence Bryan, Ortho2 Software Developer, celebrated his 25th anniversary on

Upcoming Webinar Topics

May 8. We raised a glass during a video chat to celebrate the occasion. Clarence
has worked on all three of Ortho2’s products through the years – OneTouch,

July – Edge Cloud: Schedule Setup and Design Basics

September – Edge Cloud: Treatment Findings

Achieving the perfect looking schedule takes some thought

Use the Treatment Findings editor to set up the categories

and setup. We’ll take a look at the editors that apply to

and standard responses to enter into your patients’

designing your schedule, placing emphasis on designing

treatment findings records. You can select the categories

scheduling templates and template editing tools.

that you want to import into the patient’s Insurance Detail

Holiday Party 2004
Holiday Party 2000

ViewPoint, and Edge Cloud – so he’s put his stamp on just about everything Ortho2
has done. And whenever there’s a unique problem to tackle, Clarence is the one to

Holiday Party 2001

Holiday Party 2018

solve it. Happy 25th anniversary Clarence!
Summer Picnic 2019

May 2018

Holiday Party 2019

page, choose categories that will prompt you to apply a
treatment sequence when a response from that category
August – ViewPoint: Electronic Correspondence
Directly from ViewPoint you have the capability to email
receipts, appointment cards, and merge documents. We’ll

is added to the patients’ findings, and specify which
categories allow you to type custom responses into patient
records.

ORTHO2 ANNIVERSARIES
Congratulations to these Ortho2 staff members who celebrated anniversaries during the second quarter of 2020.

look at setup involved and how to access and use this

Thirty Years

Sixteen Years

Six Years

communication feature.

Ken Hoffmeier

Micky Augustin

Gabrielle Bradford

Craig Scholz

Twenty-Eight Years

Michael Lasley

Fourteen Years
Lindsey Spieker

Kim Barker

ON A PERSONAL NOTE
Congratulations to Drew Humphrey, Ortho2 Regional Manager, and his wife, Kaylee,

Twenty-Five Years
Clarence Bryan

on the birth of their daughter Florence (Flora) Elizabeth. Flora was born on February
20, and weighed 8 pounds. She is joined at home by big sister June.

Four Years
Brooke Hawke

Nine Years
Sean Gildersleeve

Three Years

Michelle Haupt

Joe Skluzacek

Jess Huennekens

Nineteen Years
Ron Benifiel

Eight Years

Cathie Raley

Elizabeth Nordeen

Two Years
Izzy Austin
Sam Rubenstein

Eighteen Years
Barb Williams
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INSIDE ORTHO2
Information about the people of Ortho2 and the resources available to you as a member

MEET THE TEAM – SOFTWARE SUPPORT

Joshua Tolsdorf

Ari Vasquez

Vacation destination: Texas or

Vacation destination: Road tripping

Any time you have a question about Edge Cloud or ViewPoint, there are many specialists available to assist you. The

Arizona as they have amazing/

the Pan-American Highway from

Software Support Team takes your calls to answer your questions, assists in enhancing your software, and trains new offices.

beautiful golf courses I’d love to play

Alaska to Argentina

This quarter features Lori Backous, Bryan Reiter, Joshua Tolsdorf, and Ari Vasquez.

Three people I would like to have

Three people I would like to have

dinner with: Tiger Woods, Paige

dinner with: Wright Brothers, Ayrton

Spiranac, and Rickie Fowler

Senna, and Yuri Gagarin

My role model: My Dad

My role model: My older brothers

I can’t go a day without: Coffee, or

I can’t go a day without: Music and

What’s fun/what do you enjoy about your current job?

What do you want our users to know about what you do?

LB: Getting to talk to all the different people from all the

LB: We care about you and we try to get to you as quickly as

different places.

possible even when the queue is large.

BR: I like the travel and getting to see the customers face-

JT: We’re here to help, so don’t hesitate to call.

to-face.

AV: As diverse a group as we are, we make a great team

JT: I like working in the IT/technology field.
AV: I enjoy trainings and having the opportunity to meet

that’s always working towards providing the best experience
for our customers.

new offices and connect with the staff.

coffee

my cat Hansel
What are you listening to right now? Anything that falls

What are you listening to right now? 90s-00s Alternative

under the rock genre

Rock

Favorites

Favorites

Team: I don’t care for sports other than golf, so I guess I’d say

Team: Pretty much any of the Red Bull Athletes

the USA Team during the Ryder Cup

Software Program: Adobe Illustrator

Software Program: Adobe Photoshop

Movie: Interstellar

Movie: The Fast and Furious series or Lord of the Rings series

Book: Lately, all sorts of engine rebuild manuals

Book: The Mercy Thompson series by Patricia Briggs

Phone App: AF Connect

Lori Backous

Bryan Reiter

Vacation destination: Somewhere

Vacation destination: Japan

quiet in a cabin on a lake

Three people I would like to have

Three people I would like to have

dinner with: Tom Hanks, Paul Rudd,

dinner with: Ryan Reynolds, Jennifer

and Jennifer Lawrence

Aniston (for my husband) and my late

My role model: My Mom

nephew Ty

I can’t go a day without: Walking

Here’s an exciting opportunity to enhance your success with Ortho2 products and services and be among the first to get

My role model: My late Father

my dogs

news. We have an email communication program which includes money saving discounts and incentives, overviews of new

I can’t go a day without: Saying I

What are you listening to right

features, productivity tips, meeting updates, periodic optional feedback surveys, and more. We think you will like getting

Phone App: Discord

JOIN OUR EMAIL LIST

love you to my husband

now? Fantasy Island by the Shins

What are you listening to right now? Nothing but the

Favorites

clicking of my keys on my computer

Software Program: GameMaker: Studio

Favorites

Movie: Aliens

Team: The Packers

Book: The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck by Mark Manson

To register email addresses for this program, simply visit the Register for Updates section of our website,

Software Program: Edge Cloud

Phone App: ColorNote so I can jot down any ideas I have or

www.ortho2.com > Resources > Register for Updates. As mentioned above, multiple individuals from your office can

Movie: Deadpool

things to remember

register. Even if we already have your email address, it won’t hurt to register here, and it will guarantee your inclusion in this

Hobby: Fishing and raising goats

Hobby: 3D printing

program.

these messages.
Furthermore, we believe associate doctors and members of your staff will benefit from the productivity and usage tips, and
we would encourage them to sign up as well.

And of course, if you or any of your staff ever decide that the messages are not of interest, you can simply use the opt-out
option provided on each message.
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Online Marketing continued from page 6

President’s Perspective continued from page 1
or current treatment, and take a series of photos of their

solution as we felt they would be important components for

relationships with referring dental offices. Nurture your

hitting the same web pages as your visitors who came from

teeth. You can review progress of current patients from the

the future of orthodontics. COVID-19 gave these projects an

relationships with local dentists. Check on their well-being,

organic or branded web searches (free traffic).

inVisit dashboard to determine the next steps for treatment.

exceptional sense of urgency and your Ortho2 Team became

let them know you’re thinking of them, and make every

Information from prospective patients can be viewed to

laser-focused on bringing these solutions to you. And we’re

effort to keep those referrals flowing.

determine if care is needed and establish follow-up steps.

not letting up. Ortho2 will continue to bring you the latest

inVisit lets you communicate with patients at times that

innovation in practice management to keep your practice

work best for you and them. Once the virtual appointment

running smoothly. Look for Edge Signature, with the ability

is completed, set patients’ status according to what you

for patients to sign remotely, and Edge Proposal, allowing

during the COVID-19 shutdowns. The two main reasons:

to a different audience.

want to do at the next virtual or in-office appointment.

responsible parties to set the terms of their contract with

1.

All marketers will need to test which images, headlines, and

With inVisit, you control the number of in-office visits your

easy-to-use interactive sliders, to follow soon. For more

with nothing to do but scroll through Facebook and

patients need to make. Start using inVisit, and get your first

information about inVisit or other offerings from Ortho2, visit

Instagram.

importance of tracking: test, measure, analyze, and let the

month for only $30. Sign up at www.getinvisit.com. inVisit is

www.ortho2.com or contact your Ortho2 Regional Manager

available to customers in the United States and Canada.

at sales@ortho2.com or 800.678.4644.

Reduced competition because many businesses

or blindly follow your gut when it comes to ad spending.

In full disclosure, Ortho2 was already working on Online
Scheduling and had already started on a virtual appointment

Amy Schmidt

Amy Schmidt, Ortho2 President

Paid Ads and Social Media Marketing
Believe it or not, the ROI of Facebook Ads actually went up

2.

Increased online activity from quarantined individuals

suspended marketing to save money.

We must do whatever it takes to make people feel great

Being great often takes redefining our purpose and goals.

about choosing our family to be their orthodontic practice.

Setting our sights on being better, or best is a noble goal,

A great practice produces sustainable results and
sustainable results require solid systems. Only a great set
of scheduling templates, a strong new patient enrollment
program, and a myriad of other well-thought-out systems
can keep the flywheel churning faster and faster with
superior patient satisfaction. Practices that are accustomed
to change will easily adapt to the new systems and ideas,
and those that hate change will struggle. We must keep
in mind that we are in this for the long haul. After each
of the major economic recessions of my career, I watched
orthodontic practices struggle at first to get the giant

but if we allow this virus to teach us anything it should be
about how little we need to have great lives. We live in one
of the greatest countries at the greatest time in history and
yet too few are truly happy. Now that we have been put on
pause let’s ask the tough questions: “Do I really want to go
back to normal again?” and “Do I really need all of that to
be happy?” After all, relationships are what count most in
life and to have great ones, it requires a pause from our daily
bundle of activities to invest in the ones who are dearest to

now. The social consciousness has changed. People have
recalibrated their needs and motivations. We’re marketing

offers provide the best ROI for ads. This goes back to the
data drive your decisions. Don’t make emotional decisions,

Like any other industry, the orthodontic profession is going
to press on. Embrace the changes on the horizon, and look

lead to an opportunity for proactive marketers. Will these

for opportunities to position your practice ahead of the

trends continue through the summer? Time will tell. But if

competition.

•

Tracking and measurement

•

Target audience

•

Messaging and subject matter

Transparency, accessibility, and awareness will create
opportunities. The practices that remain agile and adaptable
will find the most success.
As renowned British naturalist Charles Darwin said, “It is not
the most intellectual of the species that survives; it is not the

If you’re running ads, or a company is running them for you,

strongest that survives; but the species that survives is the

detailed tracking is essential. If you aren’t sending ads to a

one that is able best to adapt and adjust to the changing

dedicated landing page, then it’s harder to calculate ROI.

environment in which it finds itself.”

Your website visitors coming from ads (paid traffic) will be

Retaining Team Members continued from page 9
in retaining team members because it shows the path

lost as they are settling back into the day to day of ortho life.

ahead and what is to come. And guess what, it’s exciting

I want to strongly encourage you to conduct some periodic

for your team! Your team wants to be a valuable asset in the

rhythm meetings as your team comes back to the workplace

success of your practice. They want to be stimulated and

to gauge their needs, questions, and concerns.

challenged. Give them some ownership in your business by
communicating your company outlook and vision.

As a business owner myself, there is one thing that has
always stuck with me. That is, no matter what stage

us. Now is the time to rethink and plan for what will make

There is one other area that generates continuity in your

my business is at, I can always pivot and create change

you great as a person and professional.

team, and that is consistent feedback and reviews. Your

regardless of what I have ‘always’ done. Even in the most

team cannot meet your expectations if they do not know

difficult of circumstances, I believe this sentiment remains

what your expectations are. Reviews, team meetings, and

true. Our ability to adapt is perhaps our most valuable

rhythm meetings are a great way to begin that conversation,

resource in business and one that we often forget we are

especially as many expectations or roles may have changed

equipped with until we must use it. It’s never too late to

over the last few months. Your team may be feeling a little

begin efforts in team retention.

flywheel moving, but once it got going it often proved to fly

We are beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel

faster and better than ever before. Keep marching forward

and it is time to get our flywheels moving again. We must be

and we will all be just fine.

thankful for this pause and focused on what we do have, not
what we don’t have. Let’s be Great! at whatever we do.
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stopped, the same ads that worked before might not work

More people online and fewer businesses investing in ads

you’re going to do paid ads, a few things to keep in mind:

...To Great continued from page 7

If you were running ads before the shutdown and then

15
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